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Notice the windows. It has blinds. Count the panes

The war on people by the "OTHERSIDE" they use MIND CONTROL to win
War ,war on people ,the war on drugs, addiction to drugs are all caused by the
same force the "people controllers". The "people controllers" use people like they
were players in a game. They make a country go to war while making patriotic
individuals to fight for their country. In the mean time they may inspire protesters
to march and make statements that may cause social problems, yet raise social
awareness. The "people controllers" are constantly causing social problems
whether it be war, protest, disease, addictions, or death. To keep the conspiracy
quiet about MIND CONTROL and to keep people down. The "people controllers"
idea is to keep selling war and social problems at all levels of society. Street drugs
may not be addictive or even truly harmful, yet it is a reason to keep a user or
addict down and in fear. The "people controllers" use chemicals present in our
bodies from birth to do SUBLIMINAL SUGGESTIONING, to create habits as well as
MUSCLE and BODY CONTROL to create nervous tension or make one tired or sick.
Often users may feel relief when using, but that is only do to the fact that the
"people controller" may have sold some chemical or drugs on their side and will
use it to keep you in fear or under the influence to make you less credible or
successful. Once you find out that there is someone else that controls YOU and
the world you live in you will determine that there are no addictions and the war
should be between the government (even the government is under control) and
the "people controllers", who ever they are. They are more organized on the left.
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